
Tan Investment Limited have a huge array of products and services 
offered to individual businesses, government departments, and 
individuals across Papua New Guinea.

TST provides its products and services through its various divisions 
that include Administration grocery, department store, pharmacy, 
and wholesale.

TST Group is in the business that involves several types of products 
and services. Such a massive variety of products and services makes 
managing inventory, expenses, billing, schemes, discounts, etc. the 
biggest challenge for a company of their size.

TST wanted to make their business process more organized, more 
streamlined, and easy to manage.

Alletec provided an integrated solution stack to achieve centralized 
access to the business data and manage various business
processes.

HQ: Papua New Guinea
Industry- Retail

Customer Profile: 

Tan Investment Limited, also

known as TST Group of

Companies was established in

1979. Headquartered in Papua

New Guinea, the company

engages in the retail and

wholesale business of food, non-

food, and clothing products.

"Alletec helps Papua New Guinea based Tan Investment to
integrate solution stack"

About Client

Executive Summary

Overview
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Achieved better insights into Branch/Outlet

wise Profit and Loss.

Ability to maintain FA transfer history.

Automatic transfer of the Acc. Cost (Accrued

Cost) and Acc. Dep (Accumulated Depreciation)

cost in case of permanent transfer.

Centralized view of inventory, schemes, and

discounts

Complete Financial, SCM, and Payroll reporting

in Dynamics ERP.

Alletec Solution The Benefits

Developed Automatic Expense and
Revenue allocation functionality in the
existing Dynamics ERP system.

Implemented LS Retail solution for retail
POS, managing schemes, and discounts.

Implemented FA module with
customized FA transfer functionality
among all branches, including
permanent and temporary.

Implemented an integrated system with
Finance Management, Supply Chain, and
Production.

The Challenges

Managing manual expense and revenue allocation among retail
outlets/branches Managing schemes and discounts in various outlets.

Managing complex inventory and billing.

FAR (Fixed Asset Register) was maintained in Excel.

Required multiple applications to manage business operations, including ICE-
Inventory, MYOB-Finance, Able-Payroll, and more.


